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to you the true blue tint that bleeds
beneath these pages is a lemonrust and a little
ripe ruby to me. rainbows drip from phalangial tips
of lavender and tornados spin tan trie tales
across the spectrum of a page, this is but a prismic
flash into the cat-eye core that purrs in ten
shades of lemon and lavender. Enjoy our crooked
lens that bends the blue and stirs the red, splashing
purple over antiquated black and white, lick these lines
and savor the flavor.
-Katrina and Kate
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WILLIAM SOLLER
Montana Badlands: Cretaceous Period

It isn’t all that difficult to move under this much water, if you’ve
the imagination, a great ceiling
of phytoplankton suspended above in what you must consider
the open air. Below
your feet the ground is a coiled spring and at the edges of the
water small creatures
who will someday turn their blood warm dream of pulling free
of the earth, dark starlings,
feathers waxed with dirt. The big news hasn’t dropped yet, it’s
still enroute, scheduled to be delivered
by chance and gravity, a bang to be heard around the world, the
light of the sun blocked
for thousands of years, and you lost, groping a way through the
dark, but you don’t know
this yet. Right now it’s hard to think of any future, your body
has so little
memory, this collection of cells new and young, your eyes jelly,
a crude lens; lobes of undecided flesh
unfold newly from your spine; yours heart’s direction still
uncertain. In the distance,
there are gorges, large cuts in the sea bed, and for a moment
you feel something that could be loss, what
must be the circuitous path of sentiment as it disappears below
the ground, but this is gone
before you can name it. Nearby, stray molecules pass, excited at
their potential, and hope
that in 200 million years science will recognize this water as
heavy, use it to calm the atom, although
at this moment it’s no surprise to you how easily the water’s
weight passes through your lungs. You accept
this fact as natural, take in great gulps with relief, amazed at
how good this life is now, how pastoral and
simple. Someday you’ll make your way to the surface, lift what
might then be a head above the water and
survey the landscape, the slow rise of rock to west, see it
struggle against the world’s thick skin, desperate
to make history.

I

SEAN MCDONALD
Void

lighted, lifeless trees line the streets;
dingy shafts of yellow light
pierce the night and offend the eye,
blotting out the luminous secrets of stars,
like a cloud of ink from the bulbous tip of a broken pen;
they sit perched atop steely stalks like fat, dead parakeets,

sky, our celestial shadow,
is being filled with the encompassing blackness of void;
the quandary of reality fades
as my gaze melts inward in a walking dream;
deep in the caverns of my self I feel the universe expand,
a crevasse in my soul that refuses to be filled with the tangible.
sin— human trespasses against the Sacred—
sin will fill this whole:
a globular serpentine orgy of writhing snakes,
radiating shadow while they devour
soul like a darkened son;
they strangle a marble mooncore of yin.

fear grips me; tingling fingers plucking shattered nerves,
again suppressing my shallow illusion of control,
the writhing gravity of this yang black mass
pulls on my mind like moontide,
and with the outstretched arm of adam,
i begin my spiraling descent.
struggle internalizes with an abdominal quiver,
body shudders at the serpent’s touch
while feathers dance along arterial wires,
cold slithering scales wyrm fiery trails of pleasure;
they can taste my weakness with their flicking tongues;
ambiguous throbbing incites my muscles’ riot.

grasping for the pearl of light it fades
obsidian, waves of blinding white pain,
intense and pure, guide me back to the body’s moment—
the wind is whispering with the trees;
she plays with my hair and the flaps of my coat,
crying over the sighing crunch of snow underfoot.
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starry moonlit darkness envelops me like a cloak,
ashen scent of earth embraces my senses;
blotting out the phosphorescent glow now at my back,
the soothing silver light of a blue moon
silts all it touches with the shimmering ghost of snow,
and shadows stretch long standing guard.
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SAM ELLIS
Traveling Mountain Huns With Turtles

For Callie Domek
We have given ourselves to God
but we are not your everyday
sisters. We pray with our feet,
dancing jerry garcia jigs
on the lawn of St. Alberts
in brown habits and braids.

We cannot worship within
walls but our souls dance on
with those long-lost ladies
who once walked that rickety wood
and touched its sacred stones
chanting prayers in latin.
Instead, we sing our prayers
as we climb mountains
and walk through meadows
of beargrass and fireweed
and they always sound like something
sung by Dylan or Denver
thanking God for shelter
from the storm, wild
Montana skies, and people
who fill up our senses.
As mountain maidens
Were always singing, praising
with the plants, worshiping
the Sun from our green cathedral
on the third floor with its star-stained
windows and our devoted
congregation of box elder bugs.

On Saturday mornings we pretend
that this place is heaven
as we play bluegrass bands
on the radio and spin in circles
on swivel chairs, laughing
at our own jokes, Freudian slips,
radar attractions.
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On Sunday afternoons
when we have to come back
to the world, we lay in the grass
and dream of being reincarnated
as turtles or trees.

Every once in awhile we hold
midnight mass on ordinary Wednesdays
in September and commune with the one
who is connected to us, forming
our own trinity. As we swing
from flag poles and roll down hills
we partake in the real presence
we find each other.
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MATT GOULD
An Examination into the Peril of Lust

Tediously tasting the sting of this reality
As it tears away the temperance of my temper
I want to puncture a needle hole in my heart
To relieve the pressure of a poison that
is being fed in such an incessant manner
When my touch renders groans of impatience;
And when the bearer of pain is your only comfort
I question...all I have inferred

Beyond reason lies a place that is unfamiliar
and unexplored.. .but not to you
Your steps are staggered and lacking symmetry
Of the possibility of commitment

This machine of probability is the curse upon my sanity

Tolerance is vulnerability masked in the
contentment of the seemingly unattainable

Lips not wanting to bless me
Eyes, that only, in the corner perceive me
And a heart working against me
I fight
I fight an uphill battle upon ice forged
In ignorances perfection...for me
I see it all now and I know
That I am shown in a light of poor comparison
And still am not the victor.
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JOSH DONOGHUE
Vending Machine

Having run out of nickels, the vending machine accidentally
ripped five cents off its candy bar customer, and liked it. The
machine enjoyed the frustration it caused its customer so much
that it purposely withheld dimes and quarters from its later
customers too. No matter how much change was stocked, the
machine just lived to watch its snack buyers grasp, stammer,
curse, and physically challenge it in vain. Despite the external
abuse it suffered, it continued to please itself at the expense of
its very own patrons for several months. Then, one day it was
approached by a buyer stumbling with exhaustion. After the
purchase was made, the machine beeped a fanfare and digitally
displayed credit enough for another snack, which the buyer
used. The buyer walked away, smiling, surprise-snack in hand.
Moral of the story: there are no complete jerks.
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DANIEL MACK
Quiet

Loathsome NOISE haunts our lives
dragging darkness into day
while blazing lights
brighten night.
It buzzes
crashes
whirrs
and hummmms
so at night
when we sleep,
we do not rest,
and in day
with eyes wide open,
we lazily slumber.
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TERRI JOHN
Baring Witness

On a snow covered field in a valley
of shadows, fifty women in the altogether
made PEACE with their bodies,
laying bare their fears and hopes under cloudy
skies. Neither piercing of prickly pear nor January cold
could deter this playful, prayerful portrait of peace.
Feminine forms, wrinkled and smooth, shaped
lovely with laughter and tears, bellies pregnant
with tomorrows dreams like freshly fallen snow.
The action called me. I breathed an answer,
and it was yes. I joined my vulnerable
sisters, exposing the naked truth of our desire,
offering our bodies as living shields
against the darkness of war.
Overcoming our self consciousness,
we stood with nothing
in solidarity
with those who stand to lose
everything, baring
all for those who must bear all.
As the camera caught that fresh, frozen moment
and we sang in soaring hope of peace on earth,
my own thoughts turned to women clothed in silence
for whom baring flesh brings only stones and death.
The post mortem to this promiscuous protest
is still being written in papers, song and verse.
And many others are exposing
more than just their views these days.
I ponder the mixed fruits of our action,
a compote of compliments and condemnation.
Labels of brave and beautiful—
or peacemongering hairy-legged lesbian liberals.
But these are only shadows of reflections,
two sides of the same golden coin.
For it is our own self we see in the mirror
and our own truth we see in our heart.
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JED FOX
The Bam

Moonshine spills down, igniting crystalline snow, where the
barn door sits suspended and agape, breathing, its maw
devouring the gleam of stars. Small pink eyes flash in shadows
among the drifts between movements; they escape to the
gaping mouth of the barn, fleeing the roving eyes of hungry
wolves in the moonlight. The barn inhales small bodies one by
one.
Musty air, the smell of stale hay, fills their twitching nostrils, a
pack of mice scurrying for safety among steel shod hoof and
fetlocks long and feathery and listening to the breathing of the
beast above. The barn exhales the smell of sweat and leather
from days gone by.

He breathes that same smell, warm steam pouring from his
nostrils. His large languid eyes, weary from their work, watch
pink eyes at the edge of vision, waiting for what is to unfold.
He sees yellow luminous eyes watching from the rafters up near
the ceiling. The owl sits by the ceiling of the loft waiting
patiently for the moment of movement. Wind whistles through
the barn door calling victims out before the end.
The mice begin to feel the pangs of hunger as they stand,
smelling the scent of sweet oats amid the hay. Heedless, they
move toward the smell, sauntering slowly down the length of
the barns open depths, they stretch into battalions, single file,
as a conquering army marching through a city. The barn
groans, ghostlike, for things to come.

Languid eyes watch and wait, watching invading hordes steal
stores meant for him, his master eats less even than the meager
oats provided for his own stomach. He waits for the movement,
silent as death that is about to come, waiting a little longer to
sleep. The barn stops, mute and immobile, waiting.
The yellow eyes blink and are gone, seeing some unspoken
signal. Invisible death, on wings of whisper slicing through stale
air toward bodies marked by fate. A scream tears from a hungry
beak as the owl stoops and sweeps and returns whither it came
in winding circles to withering rafters. The barn breathes again.
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The horse closes his weary eyes and dreams of sweat and work
yet to do, tired muscles relaxing in brief respite. The owl sits in
his rafter, beak gored, stomach gorged he moves again to nests
yet higher in the barn, to feed young still hungry. Pink eyes
peer cautiously out from under hay stacks, safely covered from
probing eyes, aware of monsters, mute and menacing, all
around them. The barn breathes again, air smelling of stale hay
and blood and life. The air splashes over the snow in a rolling
surf caught by the wind and wafts away.

II

TOM KANDT
Another Curtain Call from the VFW Hall

Quick, grab him once again
before his tails spin,
the greatest one half lame,
now shriveling on the cane.
Hes the Brokaw brokered bat,
with the peanut hawkers hat.

Although he’s way past ripe,
parade him down the stripe,
where things are straight and true
like back in forty-two, when
he pierced the doubts right through
with a rosy riveting crew.

Forget he made the bomb,
or stuck us deep in Nam,
that his confusion too
now lies murky blue,
like the cheers of me and you.
Can he pump us up to hate,
or help us salivate
at frying Iraqi snakes
for Chevron’s slimy stakes.
Quick, head him to the hall

BEFORE HIS CURTAINS FALL
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KATE FEHRINGER
Strangled

Sneaky
How you spun your web of compliments
Shrouding me with invisible threads.
One by one they bound me to you
And your life-sucking jaws.

Stupid
The way I was blind to the trap
Seeing only the diamonds of dew
Sparkling in the silken net
That cut me to the core.
Satisfied
Is what your smile says as it curves
Around my throat, strangling my voice
That wants to shun your moral imperative
Of surrender as the only option.
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SEAN MCDONALD
The Traveler

Sometimes, I dream when I’m awake— Im seven years old
again, standing wide-eyed before the bathroom sink, brushing my
teeth and gazing into the mirror suspended on the wall. Suddenly
the mirror-me grins, which is weird, because I don t remember
grinning at him to elicit such a response. There's something sinister
in his look, as ifmy shadow has all along had some sort of
malicious intent. And then its not me at all; its a man with long
graying hair, a scraggly red beard, and a cold, piercing stare. He
leans towards me and his grin widens, cracking open and balloon
ing out ofproportion to swallow me in its gaping maw, where I
rocket through the void only to crash back into a sleeping body. As
the lights go up around me I can hear myselfscream, “I have a
silver tooth!" Silver teeth? What? Flick the tongue around the
mouth, no silver, not anymore. Get up. Was I talking?
Redbeard’s scraggly image wafts through my mind for an
instant. Shudders, cut quick by a drawling yawn. Spicy food
makes you dream, don’t eat so much. Thunder opens my eyes;
I’m back in the park.
I sit up and look around; no one but the trees. Funny.
When I was little that dream used to scare me because the man
was a stranger. Now it scares me because he seems so familiar.
Those eyes, those cold blue eyes. I’ve seen them before.
Movement on the perimeter of my vision catapults me into
the moment: the apparitions of people fleeing before the storm.
Typical. A definitionless blur of human, I put Jane’s face on
them all. Smiling red, with sandy dunes of flowing hair,
trailing in her wind. Ironic too. When nature flexes her
muscles a little, gives us a small demonstration of the awesome
forces at work in the fabric of existence, we all run cowering in
fear from a little rain and thunder. Slowly, I rock forward and
push myself to my feet. Us: The pioneers of manifest destiny,
found scaling the world’s tallest peeks, recreating, and scouring
with lamps its inky deeps, crusading.
Gaining full height, I glance over my shoulder as the furls of
storm swallow the moon. Hell, we’ve even been to the moon
and back— planted a flag on her face. Humans will conquer
the universe, if permitted.
I check the timer on my wrist. Three minutes. The storm is
growing fearful, like it’s slowly spiraling downward and losing
control. Lightning flashes and thunder rolls down blueblack
mountains of cloud like boulders, cracking and crumbling as
14
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they come. The sky opens, and rain comes gushing in tor
rents— falling every which way but straight down. Windsheered drops large enough to sting like hail, but on impact
losing all surface tension, ricocheting in tiny fountain-like
explosions. The surrounding skyscrapers are only visible
against the lightning bursts, standing on the horizon like the
ghosts of ancient sentries, leaping out into the rain only to sink
back in the shadow pools.
The chaos, however, is muted by brute anticipation. Soon I
will step beyond the humans, loosening the chains of time
upon myself to evolve into something infinitely more. A
traveler. A god. Lightning burns the world from my eyes, and
thunder from my ears. Remember Prometheus.
A little nervous, I glance down at the crude silver box at my
feet. The markings on the sides look like they mean some
thing, something I’ve been trying to remember since the day of
my birth. Stalking peaks with jagged outcrops and crouching
valleys, lines etching an indecipherable map. Trace them and
your fingers tingle. Stars? Maybe. Ancient? Yes. Black magic.
I scratched them there like an incantation. So much time
sacrificed to the ritual of your building. My mind strays back
to the timer, two minutes and counting.
Finally, after all these years I’m coming for you, Jane; I’m
coming to bring you back from the underworld by stopping
you. Across the river Styx we’ll flee, past beast and serpent
through the gate, into the ancient forest beyond. Thunder
booms distant overhead and a terrible cry escapes my throat—
her name. Why did you throw your life away? You let the life
ebb from wrists without struggle. You died before you were
dead.
The memory looms on the horizon of my mind like a red
cloud— dead brown eyes and wetsandy hair plastered across
her shallow swaying breast. Transubstantiation: from water to
merlot. I feel a presence.
Its nothing; don’t be foolish. Everyone else is inside, hiding
from the storm— or from themselves. Conforming. I turn my
attention back to the timer. One minute, but I can’t shake this
dread feeling that I’m being watched. I scan the trees. No one.
The windows of the buildings are all dark. Voyeurs. Sadist
freaks; there’s probably a couple watching me now. Cities breed
them. This is closer, like someone is staring directly into my
mind, but there’s no living soul in sight. Or is there? For a
split second the image of the crooked grinning man from my
dream burns onto my retinas, sitting cross-legged with his feet
15

on his hips and his hands on his knees, musing under a
bronchial canopy of sanguine leaves. He disappears behind
shivering wisps of autumnbreath. Are my eyes playing tricks
on me? Or is it my brain?
The timer beeps once, cutting my inquiry short as the small
box between my feet begins to vibrate. I can feel it, but I cant
hear it anymore. Darkness blemishes from a tiny pinpoint in
front of my eyes. I feel my soul brandishing wings. My
second chance has arrived. I’m coming, Jane, for what are years
but the steady rhythmic blinking of the minds eye? Darkness
grows to envelop me like an anti-halo. The world around me
fades into nothing— blackness, but deeper, timelessness.
Habitually, my mind wanders back to the timer on my
wrist. I lift my arm and tilt my head forward to look at it.
Nothing. No hand, no timer, no feet, no grass, no me— but I
can still feel the ground. A little nervous, I swing my hands
together. At first there is nothing but the guilty sensation of
fall; no light to see, nor sound to hear, but I am reassured by
the slight stinging sensation that tells me they have collided and
halted one another mid-arc.
A wave of gravity surges from behind me, knocking me
forward. As my knees are about to join my feet on the ground,
I am pulled, with an arched back, arms and legs trailing
behind, upwards into the dark point of origin, as if from there
someone had pulled the plug of a giant drain and I was being
sucked into its spiraling vortex. I can feel it stretching and
twisting me, starting at my navel and moving gradually
outward towards my fingers and toes. I’m being swallowed
whole by my own omphalos. But by the time that sensation
finally gets to the frontier of the outer extremities, I feel as
though Ive sprouted a new umbilical cord, racing ahead like a
mad hatter with my hands and feet trailing a million miles
behind, dutifully, like propellers spinning to keep up. I remain
this way, twisted like licorice in nothing for an instant, but a
relative instant, one that stretches. It could be seconds; it could
be years. It feels eternal.
Am I awake or am I dreaming? Because as foreign as this all
seems, I cant escape the feeling that I’ve been here before.
Waking life or dreamtime? Or did I slay time? I sense that any
minute now I’m going to crash-land in my bed, waking to a
cold sweat and clawing at the air with raking fingers. Part of
me desperately wants this to happen, but from somewhere deep
within the dank and darker caverns of my mind I feel how
frantically I need it to work this time. I need it to be real. I
16
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don’t want to slip back into reality again and not have her be a
part of me anymore.
There’s a tiny pinpoint of light off in the distance, but in
seconds it’s much, much closer and much, much larger than
that. There’s just enough time for me to realize it looks like a
star before I go screaming into the core of a giant burning ball
of molten light. And then darkness— pure and complete—
void. Closed in so tight I cant breathe, then expanding in
fathomless dimensions; but it feels like I’m back in proportion,
sans frantic twirling.
I wiggle my fingers and toes; feels like I’m on my back. Am
I alive? Did I die, or was I reborn? My eyes open like curtains
to reveal the robin’s egg speckle of a tiled ceiling. I wonder how
many holes there are. The powerful surge of wings sweeps
across my nerves again. I’ve done it. I turn my head to the side
and success is confirmed. Center stage I can see the refrigerator
in the kitchen of my old house, cowering behind a mask of
magnets and paper. Sometimes I wish my mother hadn’t
started me on that. Everything seems far away, with that
dreamlike fog that houses tend to get when you visit years after
moving out, and the people that lived there with you are
nothing more than phantoms or snapshots.
There’s some of that magnetic poetry splayed across the
cr&me spider-veined door of the fridge— the spiraling wake of
Yin and Yangs swirling embrace, moonchasingsun,
dragonstalkingtiger. I repeat this to myself several times, trying
to expose a meaning from behind the words. But their forms
manage to elude me still, flittering just beyond perception like
bats in the shadows.
I need to confirm the date. I check the timer on my wrist,
but it’s not there. Strange. A desk calendar catches my eye, the
kind that you tear the date off and every day you are greeted
with a tiny nugget of Hallmark wisdom. A bubble of fear and
loathing bloats and bursts. The date reads, December 12—
Carpe Diem. Oh sweet, sweet irony.
Next to the calendar is a picture of the two of us. Tresjeune
et heureuxy standing by the vine enmeshed fence, radiating red
in the orange autumn sun. My mind swells with memories.
Swirling among Sunday morning breakfasts, pancake dinners,
and delicate feasts of flesh, my brain becomes a carnival ride
with her smiling innocently at its hub. For the first time in
years, that old familiar heartache begins to slip away with the
promise of hope.
The digital clock on the stove wrestles my attention as it
17

leaps forward from 4:12 to 4:13. I’ve been wasting precious
seconds. I hope there’s still time.
“Jane!” I yell her name as I take off running down the hall.
I can here it echoing ahead of me as I run through a doorway
and bank right, up onto the stairs.
She answers with silence, not a good sign. My mind
answers for her: she’s dead; she’s killed herself, and it’s your fault
you pile. Now you’ve failed twice; how many chances do you
need? Three? Seven? You lose. Again.
I leap from this train of thought, tumbling nimbly back into
reality as I round the top of the spiral staircase, almost tripping
over the last step.
“Jane!” Why won’t you answer me? A frosted window,
blanketed over with snow at the bottom, passes by on my right.
A derby sporting Alex winks at me with a long pair of lashes
over a tall glass of milk plus from his place on the wall further
down the hallway. Something sinister in his eyes draws me
running, falling forward with each step only to be caught by
the opposite foot. My neck tingles as I walk past him through
the doorway. It wouldn’t surprise me if I turned and looked to
see that glass replaced by a needle-dagger. Anxiety winds its
way lethally throughout my senses— poisoned ivy. I step into
the bedroom.
The bed looks used; pillows awry with covers toss-twisted
and crumpled. The ethereal familiarity of the room is oppress
ing, and the need to wake up is consuming. Across the room
in the corner lies the bathroom door, left slightly ajar as it was
for me those twenty long years ago. From the crack pours the
warm shadowy glow of candlelight, slashing across the carpet at
my feet. Silently, I stalk across the room to the door, pausing
only to notice the crumpled pile of underwear, cowering in the
carpet jungle, as I reach for the handle and draw it towards me.
“Jane, it’s me, please, tell me you’re all right.” I don’t know
if these words made it though the process of exiting my mouth
into physical reality, or if they just stuck there on account of
my nervousness. Regardless, there is no answer and I have to
force my foot to take the first step across the threshold of the
doorway. The flickering light of seven or so candles casts pools
of shadows in the corners of the room. Some of it has splashed
on her as well, collecting under her eyes and taking over the
shallow caverns of her face while she sits there, staring with a
sideways glance into the flame of a candle perched on her right.
I’d almost forgotten how beautiful she was, lying warmly in the
candlelight. Her sandy-brown hair shimmers wet and black. I
18
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am suspended in the creamy glow of her skin, and the shimmer
ing slickness on the shadow swells of her breasts. J’ai envie de toi.
“Jane?” I manage to stutter.
Silence. She doesn’t look away from the candle. She looks
lost in it, in herself. I start to walk towards her and she looks at
me, locking my eyes with hers. Her glare is intense, boring
into my head and shooting through me as though she were
weighing my soul. I cant move; I’m drowning in the sandy
blue depths of her eyes, filled with tormented innocence and
determination, a feline poised for pounce. A look that will
haunt me for the rest of my life.
“Jane, it’s all right; I’m here now.”
She answers by lifting her arms up out of the water,
clutching my hunting knife in her left hand. Extending her
right arm, she begins a deliberate arc that will end with the
knife lying across her wrist, like a fiddler with a bow.
“Jane, stop!” I lunge forward to grab her. “I love you. Why
are you doing this?”
She responds with that haunting stare. My outstretched
hand reaches hers just as the blade is about to finish its wicked
descent. I can see her eyes shimmering in the polished surface.
And just on the brink of that moment of triumphs, as my
fingers are going to close around her arms and prevent her from
slicing her wrists, she slips right through me. I watch the knife
and her two hands slide into the pit of my stomach as I catch
myself by putting an arm through her chest.
There’s no physical damage; I’m not even wet like I should
be, but the stabbing throb in my abdomen is real enough. I
bring myself to my knees. Tears fill the well in my throat as I
watch her draw the blade across her wrist, serrated swells
tracing a thin red line through her skin like waves. Futilely, I
try to stop her again as she winces in pain, but my hands just
slip through her, and I’m left staring at the blood seeping from
the slit and running in rivulets to the water, where it disperses
in a billowing red cloud. Has she killed her ego? I wonder.
I watch helplessly as the knife changes hands, barely kept
from falling. Very purposefully, though with greater difficulty,
she draws the knife in a second red arc, severing the blue
ribbon veins in her left wrist. Twin springs of gushing red
churn the water winedark; they look black against her skin in
the candlelight. Hands falling with rolling eyes— ivory towers
spurn burgundy waves.
The pain is too great. I can no longer bear to watch the life
drain from her eyes with the ebb and flow of her blood in the
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water. The rush of conflicting emotions overwhelms my senses.
Batten down the hatches and retreat inside. As a spectator
viewing from deep within, I witness my body turning slowly
and exiting the room, out from the cave of the nymphs and
into the hallway.
I stop at the window to gaze at the snow-covered ground
below. The yard, iced with a dingy layer of dirty gray snow,
gives off a dull glow, not white, but still blinding. In the
distance, silhouetted against the grayness of the horizon, stands
a tree, hunched over like a gnarled old man, proud and lonely,
drinking in the light through his skin. He looks dead, with his
wrinkly hands outstretched towards the sky in a gesture of
praise. A faint shadow pools at his feet, muted by the threat of
snow hanging in the air. I become so wrapped up in the
moment, so twisted and tangled in this instant of time that it
runs me over, dragging me with it.
I must do what I could not do twenty years ago. Let her
die. All this time I’ve been just trying to hold on. Angered,
trying to keep her alive in my heart and mind. But she let go
and left me holding the pieces. Her phantom memory has
haunted me for so long. The shadows stretch, long standing
guard. They wont let me forget. This must be Hell.
After an eternity, I turn back and begin my descent. On the
staircase I run into a more youthful version of myself, sporting
a neatly trimmed red beard, and carrying a battered gray fedora
under his arm. His back is hunched in a weak arc, but his eyes
burn with a fire fanning within. Seeing him is like calling
someone else by your own name; there is something indescrib
ably uncomfortable about experiencing oneself in the third
person.
“Jane, I’m home. Where are you?” he calls, echoing myself.
“I hope you’re ready for a good ravishing,” he adds thirstily,
almost completely unaware of the bloody nightmare that awaits
him at the top of the stairs; the clues have yet to start adding
themselves together.
As I walk through him— a shade— I whisper, “She’s fading,
Peter.” The name sticks to my tongue as I roll out the “r.”
He stops and turns in response. Can he see me? He has
that fearful look in his eyes. Spooked like a deer. There’s
energy in the air, a weird tingly feeling that I can just taste on
the tip of my tongue— like the smell of rain, pervasive. It just
mingles in with everything else, so slight, you can only perceive
it actively, leaving its veracity in question. He can feel it too.
His eyes are remote, but with that spark of intensity to them
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that suggests his gaze is tuned inward, lost in the abyss of his
soul. Paralyzed. Standing, open-mouthed in a soundless
gaping wail.
“Peter, you’re wasting your time!” Schnell Man, schnell!
A twitch jolts his shoulder slightly and he takes off, running
up the stairs to cradle his dying wife in his arms.
Should I follow him? The emergency room swirls before my
eyes: the blood, the frantic pace, the plastic concern, the
sterilized musk of the diseased and dying, and the flat-lined
blip on the monitor screeching in anguish against the death
throes. No. I have no particular desire to relive those moments
of my life. I wish I had just let her die. That’s what she
wanted, the death of her body. The cyclic wail of the approach
ing sirens brings me back to myself.
Let them go. She’s dead now, and has been so for going on
twenty years now. There’s no sense in picking at this wound
any longer. Let go.
In a walking dream state I step down the last bunch of stairs
into the hallway. My wings have been replaced by weights—
hunchback of a road weary traveler. Jane’s smiles from a
mahogany frame on the wall at my right as I walk by. She has
apples in her cheeks and diamonds in her eyes.
I open the door and step across the threshold as a paramedic
is reaching for the knob. A surge of apprehension pulses
through them as I step through their bodies, stretching out my
hands. Can they feel me caressing their souls?
Peter, alerted by the pandemonium, shrieks from his mount
atop the stairs, “We’re up here! She’s dying oh God please help
me she’s dying oh God oh Christ her blood is the water she’s
dying,” with his hair spiked in fistfuls, dripping brushstrokes of
scarlet across cheek, face, and hands. He looks like a butcher,
standing atop the altar with crimson streaks scarring his white
lab coat. He’s only missing the blade of the sacrificial lamb.
“Stay away from the light! Run swim jump fly crawl shy, away
from the light! They’ll take you Jane they’ll take you—” His
voice croaks into a mumble from the lump in his throat.
The door closes behind the final medic, trailing a gurney
over the doorsill. I turn from an opaque window to an opaque
sky, leaning against the railing, grains of wood pressed with my
palms. The sky has lost its blinding edge. It’s thicker, heavy
with snow. Oppressive; like it wants to confess something.
While standing there gazing at the gnarled old tree, the door
clicks open and pandemonium sets in again. They’re breathing
for her, shocking her back to life, but she will never regains her
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pulse. She has wound down like a doll after the key is re
moved, ticked her last tick. I know this, and so does he. So
when the mob in white orderly gowns loads into the clown
wagon with Jane, exiting the main ring with sirens wailing and
lights flashing, drawing out the morbidly curious from their
dens for a fix, it doesn’t surprise one iota to see Peter trudge
slowly through the doorway and lean against the rail with me,
meditating. Controlling his thoughts by forgetting about
them, altering his perceptions of time and space. I am there
with him.
“Namaste, my friend.”
We stare into primrose sunset, silhouetting the hills and
their one lone tree against glowing clouds for the last fleeting
moments of warm light. Hes just standing there; oblivious,
assimilating, slipping further into the depths the hell I’m trying
so desperately to escape. Thinking about going to her.
Whether or not they’ll be able to save her. It’s as though he’s
already at the hospital, standing with me here, picking up on
bits of his future that I have already experienced as past—
struggling with his soul. His hand leaps into his pocket. He
retrieves it with a jingle to reveal white knuckled car keys, and
glances longingly down the front steps at the rustic green
military jeep parked in the driveway.
He’s going to her. Look at him. His eyes agree with me.
He’s about to take that first step. As his muscles ripple in the
split second preparation for movement, I stop him.
“Peter, Jane once asked you to never to let her spend the last
ephemeral moments of her life imprisoned by a life support
system. Do not trap her here in this realm out of your own
selfishness. The pain will only grow and feed on you. Let her
die; your time will come ultimately.”
He turns his cold, piercing stare to match my own. Can he
see me, or can he just feel my voice, scraping on his mind?
Humbled understanding shimmers through his features.
Why is he stalling? By now I was halfway to the hospital,
swerving recklessly through traffic to hunt down the ambulance.
I remember. Or do I? Muddled. Synapses misfiring in my
brain. Was it real, or did you dream it? And why is he still here?
Without warning, Peter jams the keys into his pockets and
walks back into the house. I can hear him pick up the phone
and dial into the tone before the door closes itself. What in
Christ’s name is he doing in there?
He’s inside calling the hospital to ask them not to put her on
life support and informing them that he’ll be there shortly to
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pick up her body, so he may properly bury his wife, the way she
would have wanted it. What was it? A funeral pyre built high
on a sandy beach, an offering to the sky? No. Plant food.
Offered up as sacrifice, her body was buried at the base of an
old tree, where he could feast upon the decaying energy of her
corpse with fingering tendrils of root. I know this because I
can remember doing it, even though I’m relatively certain that’s
not what really happened. Meltdown. The memories of the
emergency room are too real— I held her clammy wet hand as
she lay dying in the hospital bed, strangled by plastic vines and
creepers; I reached down to cradle her, drinking in the wetness
of the rich black swamp water. Its inky murk creeps across my
mind until all I can remember is the swamp where I pulled her
from the water, drowning, the hospital buried by the water—
too real to be anything but another dream.
The door opens again and Peter walks through it. Tears well
in his eyes, but they aren’t stormy anymore. They’re clear as the
spring rain gathering in their corners. This feeling is reflected
in myself with the lifting of my soul by its wings. Slowly, but
confidently, he ambles down the steps, and gets in the jeep with
a keyflick. Red whooping coughs scar my senses and the
engine sputters to life, an extension of his body. Headlights
pierce the night and he backs into the road, stops with a
crimson flare, and accelerates forward down the gravel strait
towards the grassy rolling hills of the horizon.
I am left, once again, leaning with my palms pressing down
against the familiar grains of the wooden railing. Jane’s tree
stands lonely on the skyline as he drives past, disappearing into
the clouds once the jeep’s headlights pass by. In the distance,
the moon weeps through a break in the clouds, and the first
snowflake drops from the sky like lone a tear, landing gently
between my sloping fingers. I watch it, contemplating my
immediate reality until I lose sight of it among its peers. I look
up in time to see a curtain of snow closing in around me,
silting all in a layer of ashen darkness, muting the world from
existence. Timeless nothing. Is the dream beginning, or did it
just end—
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SAM ELLIS
The Chalet

This morning I woke early
to walk along the highline
trail and eat wild huckleberries.
Even in late September
the yarrow and fireweed,
purple asters and Indian paintbrush
are present. Just as you are present
in the particles that fill this air.

My virgin eyes
are in sweet bliss just thinking
how beloved and familiar
this all is to you and I wonder
if my foot falls in a long faded track
That you once left here.
As the clouds begin to lift, I pause,
pull my thoughts from you,
and allow my gaze to follow
this rugged horizon, searching
for the Chalet.
I see you there, even though
you’re on top of another mountain
this morning. I see you sitting
on the deck of this cabin, propped up
in an old wooden chair, your dusty boots
crossed at the ankle, the sun
warming you as you turn
the tattered pages of an Ed Abbey.
One you’ve already read.
Your eyes are drawn toward Heaven’s
Peak, as mine are often drawn
toward your green gaze that is searching
for me across the room. From this view,
I see heaven through your eyes—
mountain peaks crowned with halos,
solid, snow-covered glaciers,
beargrass scattered out across
these meadows like baby’s breath,
a wilderness that we believe
is the only thing left worth saving.
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WILLIAM SOLLER
Dreaming of Hair: Russia

For Katya

In this dream, I wash her hair
because my father washed my mothers hair; because I’m tired
of being wayward; because its enough for me
to have a sofa that pulls into a bed in the evening; because I
don’t care
that the water here has stained my clothing; because I’m in
love; because I admire courage in the
unredeemed; because when I look out the widow at the
colorless world and see
old men, arms folded around one another, full of affection and
loss, I know
something of Rilke’s sympathy.
In truth I washed her hair because I was happy
to see a woman’s body so fully; because our lives were hard
then; because I was in love
with her neck; because she asked me; because when she stepped
into the tub,
the image of her body flattened and altered by the waters lens,
I knew
our lives figurative, an allegory.

Why I Dream of Hair

Perhaps its as a friend
a biologist told me late, an evening of Darwin and Lewis
Thomas, supposition
dulled by beer. She claimed the body generates itself anew every
seven years, bone,
the network of blood, the engines of the cell; all that remains of
the self
a chemical memory, song, love’s first spindle, its last.
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KATE WILSON
Tree Song

Their bones scattered,
blood spread all over the bank
on the side of the roadthick pulpy remnants.
Pavement meets sandblasted
earth and quivers,
only to give away to their ruins
on the bank as evidence that we swivel
sideways, look the other way
and quietly justify the slaughter.

Their ancestors stood straighter,
taller and with an absence of fear
or apprehension that one day
worth would be measured
in currency, in resourcefulness
in irony and contradiction.

Concrete or clear-cut,
wood skin strung all around the sub
division or forest floor,
nobody wins this war.
But mostly not the carcasses
littering the bank on the side
of the road we pass by numbly
and with only a vague sense of disbelief.

Their arms are stretched
to the sky in quiet exasperation,
building up humbly silently stealthily
for the take over.
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JOSH DONOGHUE
Mindful Matrix

Tired of motorists flying through its red signals, the four-way
intersection traffic light matrix decided to enhance its program
ming. First, it tried switching on adjacent red and green lights
simultaneously, but that led to several accidents. Then, it tried
switching on green lights before yellows gave way to red, but
that led to more accidents and the DOT attempting to fix its
programming. Local motorists not taking a hint, the matrix
tried allowing one vehicle per lane at a time, but that led to
irritating honking. Finally, after it tried favoring one lane per
day, it chose to prioritize the pedestrian signals. Soon after
wards, a blind pedestrian hit the crosswalk button, immediately
heard the go ahead chirp, and proceeded to cross the road as all
the traffic lights went red. The approaching ambulance,
however, had only armed its emergency lights and struck the
pedestrian as she crossed the bus lane beside the far sidewalk.
Moral of the story: stick with the plan and you’ll do less
damage.
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NATHAN MILLS
My Dermatologist

I phone this madman, my dermatologist, 'cause I have this
little brown monster growing on my neck. “Sounds serious,” he
says. He tells me he’ll check it out, but it will be about a month
till he can get me in. “A month,” I say, “this little monster could
consume the right portion of my face by then.”
My dermatologist is a shameless procrastinator.
My appointment arrives like tedious molasses dripping
down my spine. I show my dermatologist this sluggish monster
and he looks me in the eye and says, “Would you like me to
remove it?”
“Would you like me to remove it?” I think. “Isn’t he
supposed to tell me!?” I don’t know, but then I think maybe it’s
a test. Some insidious mind game he learned back in dermatol
ogy school. A deceptive tennis match of sorts. I look him up
and down with a keen eye and shaky voice, I say, “.. .yes?” With
one quick motion he rapes me with an anesthetic needle,
which, I find later, goes straight to my bank account, and even
more impetuously, he runs his scalpel across that little monster.
“While were at it, why don’t we remove these others on your
neck?” he asks. Oh, no, another mind game. What is the
proper response? “No” is too obvious so I decide to be smart.
“Take the one on the left,” I say. “Ha! Didn’t see that one
coming, did you?” But he complies and I leave satisfied with
the sheer wit of my response.
My dermatologist is a lousy tennis player.
A week later I get a call. Apparently my little monster was
sitting on something even worse. It must be removed. I must
go back for more prodding. I prepare myself. I go back! For
another match.
I enter the examination room. My dermatologist has a
beautiful brunette intern who wears bright red lipstick and has
a deep Russian accent. She’s the only one in the room. She asks
me to take off my shirt and gives me a thorough examination.
She sees something odd on my back and asks, “Would you like
me to remove it?” “Yes,” I say right away. I begin to fantasize
that she’s smoking a long cigarette and wearing leather. “Yeah,
cut me. I’ve been bad.” She is about to start, and my derma
tologist enters and says, “I’ll take over.” No! Don’t take away
my lovely, red-lipsticked KGB dominatrix! She leaves. He goes
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behind me and cuts me on the shoulder. I think he forgot the
anesthetic cause it hurts, but for some reason I like it.
After that, he starts on the area the sluggish brown monster
came from. I can feel nothing but the pulling of skin. Instantly,
he puts a huge chunk of my flesh in a jar next to the chair. It’s
in the shape of the little half moon, a fleshy Cheshire cat smile.
The hole in my face resembles a tiny vagina. Before I can
admire it, he takes a needle and thread and begins to sew it up
like some third-world female circumcision.
My dermatologist is a gynecologist.
“Before you leave, why don’t I give you some cream to clear
that shit on your face?” he says. I assume he means my acne.
My dermatologist has a way with words.
My dermatologist is some sort of crafty coded FBI agent. He
sends me these encrypted letters in the mail that say things like:
“EP MAR EAR FEM, $350.00.” And “PAT SAM EP CRA,
$450.00,” and immediately I realize he wasn’t playing tennis,
he was playing some insipid game of chess. Plus, the magic
cream he gave me made this freakish rash sprout onto my face.
So what do I do? I GO BACK! For a different kind of match.
I enter and ask him about the rash and he tells me I need to
stop using the cream this minute and “Who even told you to
use it in the first place?”
My dermatologist is a satirical dichotomy. A Dr. Hekyl and
Mr. Jibe if you will.
He replaces the magic rash cream with a magic pill that
makes the rash go away, but I vomit profusely instead.
“Check’!!” says my dermatologist. He has my King cornered.
He then tells me the half moon, Cheshire cat, labia smile
that he removed from my face is fine.
.. .Damn! He has my Queen!
A month later I’m still vomiting and I get a bill from my
dermatologist that says in big letters: “PRAT COM SHAR
FROM, $1000.00.”
.. .Checkmate!
My dermatologist is an excellent chess player.

I
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PATRICK COUTURE
Everyperson

Disclaimer: This is a story derived from the morality play
Everyman. Being a male feminist, I felt that Everyman was
dated and needed revision so that ‘every person” was included
in the play. Not only is it the politically correct action, it is a
task that should have been undertaken long ago.

Further Noted: I have just mentioned that I am a male
feminist. Yes, it is true. I am a male, I have a penis, but I also
feel that women have suffered many injustices in the world and
though we say equal rights for all, we are far from equality.
Everyman, I mean every person, should take it into his or her
own hands to fight the discrimination that women have
suffered for years.

Please disregard: The dark ring on this page is not a representa
tion of the world at large. I accidentally set my coffee mug on
my paper and it left a brown ring stain on the page. I was afraid
that after I mentioned the changes that the world needed to
make that the circle would have been mistaken as an illustration.
Bear in mind: This is a revision of a play, as mentioned before,
and it does not have any illustrations. This is a book of
literature. If you wanted pictures maybe you should have
bought a “Where’s Waldo” book instead. I am sorry if the idea
was implied that there would be any illustrations when I said
that the dark ring on the previous page was not a representation
of the world. So to clarify, there are no illustrations. This is
strictly literature. No pictures, only words.
To clarify further: Though I said that this is a play, as well as
literature, I did not compile the book by myself. I said that I
derived Everyperson from Everyman, and I did, but I did not
create the play solely on my own, nor did I change the main
focus of the play. As you will discover, I changed some of the
terms and rearranged the sentence structure, so that the passive
voice was eliminated and the words were more gender friendly.

Also: Not only did I make the words gender friendly, I made
them more ethnically aware, breaking the chain and forging a
new path away from the WASP. I am stating that I am not only
a male feminist; I am an unprejudiced male feminist who took
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a stand to change the language usage of some of the classics.
This revamp of the great old works of literature is the first of
many to come.
It should be said: WASP is an acronym that means White,
Anglo-Saxon, Protestant.
It has come to my attention: I have just received a note from
my editor stating that the publishing house, which I will refer
to as Assholes Inc., has decided to cut the funding for my
project of changing the classics to fit into a more P.C. world.
My editor specifically told me that, “The classics are classic
because they don’t need to be changed.” So I said to my editor,
whom I will call Richard Cranium, “What do you mean they
don’t need to be changed?” Mr. Cranium told me, “Stop
ripping people off and write your own damn stories.” So since
I am publishing this story on my own now, I do want to stress
the point that Everyperson, though adapted from a classic work,
is still worth reading and necessary to changing the world.

Notice of reclamation: In having to publish this book myself, I
had to take out a second mortgage. My wife has left me for a
plumber named Bob, who, she says, gives her the attention she
has been longing for ever since I started this book. My kid
thinks that I am a loser and has decided to tell me that he is
running off with his girlfriend, George. Since I missed the last
two payments on my car, repo men are, right now as I am
writing, taking my car. I have been resorted to eating only
macaroni and cheese, smoking GPC’s, and drinking
Thunderbird, a lot of Thunderbird. Though I have run into a
few problems, the crusade to get this book published continues.
Dedication: I would like to thank my parents, who sent me
money so that I could keep trying to publish the book.
Unfortunately, in my moment of bliss, because I actually had
cash in my pocket, I ran down to the Drunken Sailor, where I
got absolutely smashed, stumbled out of the bar, hit my head
on a stop sign, and in a mind that was swimming like a fish in
a bowl, proceeded to be robbed by two midget hookers. At
least I think they were midgets, but maybe they were clowns. It
was dark and they wore a lot of make-up. After being robbed, I
have been wondering if this book will ever get published, but
one has to overcome great adversities in order to achieve great
accomplishments.
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Excommunicated: In writing Everyperson, and in trying to keep
the issue of morality slight so not to offend the people who
may not believe in God, or the Judo-Christian God, I have
been excommunicated by the Roman Catholic Church.
Because I changed the role of the deity to a creator who may
not exist, therefore rejecting the idea of a god, someone, I don’t
know who takes care of excommunications, thought it best to
ban me from the church. Also, I have about two hundred
Christians picketing outside my home asking for the banning
of my book. They have been marching around, trampling
down my grass, holding up signs that say, “Everyperson is for no
one.” It makes it very hard to get anything published with all
the picketers and the rotten fruits and vegetables that they
continually decorate any window I walk by with. Though
every time I walk outside my house I get pelted with tomatoes,
I am continuing with the printing and adding new disclaimers
every day. Don’t worry, once you get through all of the
disclaimers the story is worth while. Or so I tell myself. I have
to duck out and buy some more T-bird.

Foreclosure: Well they finally did it. Those blood-sucking
bastards at Western Financial took my house. I have no money,
no wife, and a son who just got married in Hawaii to his fianc£
George. I have no house, I have been excommunicated, my
dog is dead (because I ran out of mac and cheese), and all I am
left with is a taste for T-bird, (which I was told to give up
because I have a drinking problem) and a few copies of
Everyperson. This goddamn book is an albatross. It is weighing
me down and sinking me to the bottom of the ocean, as if I
had tied a battleship anchor around my waist. Hell, this isn’t a
great piece of literature. It’s a piece of shit. I didn’t do any
thing major or warranting of a Pulitzer Prize. All I did was
comb through Everyman and change the “man” to “person.” I
have no idea why anyone would buy this book. It isn’t going to
save the world. It isn’t going to change the way we act towards
one another. Neither are most other books. They’re all scams:
ways for someone to make a buck and buy more T-bird. Jesus,
I don’t even give a damn if you read this or not, but if you by
chance come across a copy and wish to send me money for Tbird, I live in a refrigerator box behind the post office on the
corner of Tennyson and Franklin.

Enjoy the book. God knows it ruined my life.
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LOREN GRAHAM
Evening In

The sky falls all night, it is nothing new
She gets hoarse earlier on you could never understand, don’t say
that you
He slumps on the couch, hand on his head, he wonders if there
is beer
The cat hunkering on the floor
She turns to the kitchen to make words out of dirty dishes
Moments line up in rows, silent as eggs
He says I don’t want you to think we couldn’t if
She says why don’t I just go ahead and if
He thinks she is passing over, as though his voice had expired
He says I don’t like it when I’ve
A shadow moving quickly, like a mouse
She goes out, rattling glass
He sits quiet in the counsel of rain
She turns the engine over again and again in the cold driveway
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DANIEL MACK
In the Eye of the Sun

Living this life
of sudden deaths
and tardy stillborns
grueling hills
of breathless anguish
amid momentary joy
and a ruthless peace.
But oh,
the sadness and the knowledge
of a fallen fence
over what time might do
as the dying sun
flails with growing shadows
and desperate gasps
against a barren tree
long dead beneath it.
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TERRI JOHN
Breast Cancer

Straw hat covering my baldness,
I wandered amid the rippling,
the ripened ears of corn, listening.
The scent of swaddled sweetness,
succulent yellow harvest swaying
in the late summer sunshine.
I breathed you deeply,
as if for the last time.
Then saw where a masked
marauder had plundered.
Scattered corn shucked and sundered,
kernels like rounded breasts
gnashed and mutilated,
silken tresses shorn,
blighted husks crushed,
drying in the late summer sunshine.
I cursed the cunning culprit
and mourned the ruined harvest.
Gathered gnawed and gritty cobs
to barren bosom and wept.
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ANDREW SWIATKOWSKI
Supplication to a Seraph

Could you wrap me in velvet?
Don me in mistletoe?
Say in the sheltered silence,
“It will be so...”
Proliferate some pardon
upon this pensive place.
I am widowed by night
Longing for this linen
To be washed white
Seething for a womb
Of soft slaying light.
Touch me in tenderness,
Tangled tongues burn bright.
This is a bridal Calvary
a blunt redemption.
Divinity needs no exemption.
Do not frown upon
these fading lashes
blinking broken
to break free
from this guilty guile
gnashing at this grace
growing
and dieing
in a throng of thorns
Flowering all for me
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DANNY STAPP
Tea Time

“But I wanted Asia. Death, will you please tell this ox that
Asia is mine to conquer this time?”
“This time? What are you talking about? When is there
going to be a next time you narrow minded fool, or did you
forget what we are about to do?
“Nigel, would you like one lump or two?”
“Two please, Phillip. Would you please explain to our Sir
Winston just exactly what it is we re doing her? He seems to
have forgotten—“
“I haven’t forgotten anything Nigel. I know what I’m doing.
I’m a professional.”
“Well you sure aren’t acting like it.”
“Why you little—“
“—Here you are gentlemen, tea is served.”
“Thank you Phillip. At least somebody around here has
some civilization left.”
“At least until we’re done with tea.”
“Now gentlemen, what seems to be the problem here? We
can surely come to a solution in which we may all find
contentment. Winston, you first.”
“I want to conquer Asia. Nigel knows that. Everyone has
known if for a very long time that I want Asia. Now he doesn’t
want to let me have it.”
“Nigel, would you like to respond to Winston?”
“No, not really. He can have Asia. Honestly I was just trying
to see if I still have the old touch.”
“Well Nigel, I would say you do. They will be fighting each
other before they can even question why. Winston, how does
this situation sound to you?”
“I get Asia?”
“Yes Winston. Nigel and I will leave Asia for you. Of course
Death is not so easily won over.”
“Death, you aren’t going to take Asia from me are you?”
«_

n

“Death!”
“Yes Death, that does make sense. I do hate arguing with
you.”
a

n
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“All right, but who gets Castro?”
“Actually gentlemen, if you don’t mind I would be especially
pleased if I were allotted the duty of placing him under
judgment. I would look upon it as a personal favor, especially
from you Death. I know he’s cheated you several times.”
«
»

“Oh thank you! More tea anyone?”
“I’ll get it. How do you like yours again?”
“Thank you Nigel. Black of course.”
“Of course.”
“Yes, I’ll get you a Red Bull.”
«
»
“So gentlemen, what exactly is our plan of action?”
“I have this all thought out. Phillip, you can start at the tip
of the Tierra Del Fuego, coming up Chile, around the curve of
Brazil, turn inland and shoot into the Caribbean. Nigel, you
should start in Africa—“
“—Hold it. You get Asia and I have to start in Africa? What
is this? Winston, I don’t think I like your plan very much.”
“Well any time you have a better one, just speak it out loud.
You know, I am the conqueror. I do have a little bit of useful
knowledge, if you consider our task.”
“And I don’t? War isn’t going to help bring about the end of
the world?”
“I didn’t say that.”
“You didn’t have to. It was implied in your tone. Every time
we talk about this, you get greedy and want to do it all
yourself.”
“Do you hate me Nigel?”
“I don’t know right now Winston.”
“Gentlemen, please stop—“
“Shut up Phillip!”
“Yeah Phillip, Shut up.”
it
------- ==-------------- ,=-------------- =---------------- ,----------- . n
“Now do you see what you did? Good one Nigel.”
“Me!? What are you talking about you prideful moron!?”
“Gentlemen, I would suggest that since you both very much
so like to bring about the apocalypse, that you stop giving
Death migraines with your constant bickering. Winston, you
like to conquer, right?”
“Of course I do Phillip. What are you getting at?”
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“Bear with me please. Winston, you too like to bring about
destruction and desolation, correct?”
“Well, yes Phillip, but I don’t see where you are going with
this.”
“Well then come to an agreement. Find a common ground.
Have either of you ever destroyed a continent together?”
“No.”
“Can’t say I have.”
“Well next time Death wishes to come to the Earth as the
pale rider, bringing hell behind him, I suggest we all ride
together. My blackie, your red stallion Nigel, and you Winston,
upon your white steed shall all ride together.”
“Phillip?”
“Yes Nigel?”
“What have you been putting in your tea?”
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SEAN MCDONALD
A Tribute to the Cable Guy

the time has come to kill the babysitter
for too long
she has held us
captive in the warm blue glow of her glassy eye
bending all to her will
if only through come complex trick
replacing ours with her own
the time has come to kill the babysitter
to smash her technicolor face
and sever the coaxial umbilical cord
until all that remains
are a million jagged pieces
of crackling plastic and glass
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KATRINA COLLINS
The Physiology of the Goose Bump

In anatomy they never covered the phenomenon of goose
bumps—
if they had the medical textbook might have told you
that goose bumps are a result of efferent excitation
to the dermal layer of the integument causing hair follicles to
shift
(the same way they refer to an orgasm as a rhythmic contraction
of the muscular reproductive instruments).
The Chinese medical text might tell you
that goose bumps are a sudden outburst of chi cascading
through the meridians causing your hair to bristle
on its way out of your body
I think goose bumps are those prickly sensations—those
spiked temptations after baptism in a moonlit lake—
or the longing of my skin that squeals under your gaze.
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RON STOTTLEMYER
Leaving the Relics

For my fellow pilgrims attending a NEH Summer Institute
A squirrel standing up
in the grass watches the last car slip
through the entrance gate,

pause, and then turn
onto the busy street that takes us
to the airport and back to other lives.
Were experienced travelers,
We’ve mailed the heavy souvenirs,
zipped up suitcases of clothes, addresses,

promises we’re seldom able to keep.
Still, something always remains of the places weve left,
something that turns our eyes to the mottled earth
miles below the airplanes wing,
as if we could ever keep what we always leave.
Each of us has already become someone else by now,
another stranger to someone in the next seat,
now that the squirrel has long since turned
from its wide innocent gaze

and scuttled away into memory.
Whenever we leave, we always want to take the relics
with us, whatever wordless things they were

that passed between us in cloistered moments.
We always want to hold on to those instants of arrival
since the pilgrimage is already fading,

since we can never resume
the journey to any Canterbury, nor ever arrive anywhere
beyond endings and beginnings.
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KATE FEHRINGER
Mother Love

You recline on my breast
Head to be petted
Tears to soothe away
Thrusting troubles at my feet.
I want to trample them
Stamp out your selfish litany
Scream listen!
I have problems too.
A boy-man drags me down
Seeking a womb long-deserted
The comfort never found
Affection to selflessly serve.
That person is not me.
I am not your mother.
Yet I suckle you all the same.
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LOREN GRAHAM
The Banquet

I sat in a crowded room away from you
at dinner and did not pray you’d come near:
did not imagine the hall our private room;
did not want to approach-you with an air
of feigned indifference, leaving my meal
time companions behind; did not conspire
alone to lure you into talk, to feel
the air crackling between us, the desire
like some doomed insect trapped behind the blinds,
pent up and buzzing, helpless; did not think
how easy it would be to change our minds
and reconcile, laughing over a drink,
our arms just touching; did not make a wish
for you—no, never dreamed a word of this.
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JOSH DONOGHUE
Shopper and Shirt

Looking to relieve some stress, a young woman decided to go
shopping at the mall. She walked into a major designer outlet
shop and immediately found a shirt that she liked. She was
actually attracted to it. Wanting to see how it would look on
her, she went into a dressing room. Pulling off the top she had
on, she then put on the new shirt, which suddenly seized her. It
drew skin-tight, then the openings, neck, sleeves, waist, all
started devouring her, pulling in the body parts beyond the
openings. She barely had time to scream. Soon, only torso was
left on the floor and the shirt digested that. It began choking
on the bra, then spit it out. Satisfied, it folded itself neatly and
went to sleep. A store manager and mall security guard burst
into the room after a woman next door complained about
screaming. The shirt was picked up, along with the other
clothes, bagged and labeled as evidence for the missing person
case. The shirt was aerobic and died, suffocating in the bag.
Moral of the story: eat your food quietly.
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PATRICK COUTURE
Cracked Nuts

“Bingo!” Roger said holding a testicle up in the air like a
trophy. Everyone in the Animal Physiology lab looked up from
their work and stared at Roger, shaking their heads.
I was glad, at least at the time, that Roger was the surgeon.
Animal Physiology did not interest me, but it was a prerequisite
for Comparative Anatomy, and that is what everyone was
waiting for: the chance to compare anatomy. Besides, I felt a
moral complication cutting off a rats livelihood, and I would
much rather look at Annas silky, tanned legs than the inside of
a rodents scrotum. She was the reason to even attend class. I
should have taken art rather than biology, given how much
time I spent tracing her silhouette in my mind. Always starting
at the small slope of her nose, down the bridge of her top lip,
over the first bump, over the next, down her neck, across her
body, around her small curvy ass, and finally down her long
tender legs.
“Nice job, Roger. Good incision, very little blood loss, and
a clean suture job,” Anna said putting her arm around his
shoulder, making me wish that I had been the surgeon.
“Thanks, you did a great job too,” grinned Roger as he
pulled a latex glove over his head and acted like the rat’s
testicles were eggs he had just laid.
“Yeah, Anna you did an excellent job administering the
anesthesia and watching the rats reflexes. He didn’t wake up
once, unlike Jason’s group.” I said this hoping she might put an
arm around me.
“It was nothing really,” she said putting her long, curly
brown hair behind her ears.
“Well, I better get started with the injections,” I said picking
up the rat in his cage and walking toward the back room where
the other rats were kept on a shelf like books.
“Let me give you a hand,” said Anna as she put her hand on
my shoulder.
“Sure.” Sure I’ll let you give me a hand. I’ll take your hand
forever, for better or for worse.
While I was injecting the rat, I made sure to insert the
needle close to the incision, a few centimeters from the rat’s tail
on the lower abdomen. Anna put her head down close to my
hands to get a better look at what I was doing, but some of her
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hair cascaded down from behind her ear and clung to my arm.
At that moment I froze like a morbid scientific ice-sculpture.
The touch of her long, thick hair statically attracted to the little
hairs on my arm stiffened every muscle in my body, and I was
certain that the electricity from my arm was flowing to her hair
and swarming her mind with passion. She turned her head up
to look at me and gazed in my eyes saying, “Hey, Jack you
awake or what? At some point you are going to have to take
that needle out of the poor thing.”
“Oh, sorry. I must have spaced out.” I finished the
injection, threw the needle away, and just as we were leaving
Anna said,
“So, Jack you’re going to inject the rat again tomorrow
night, right?”
“Yeah, I’ll do all the injections for the next two weeks since I
didn’t do a damn thing with the surgery.” I looked at Anna,
gazing at her Venus chiseled body as she walked toward the lab
room door. Just as she grasped the door knob, she turned
around and said, “Don’t worry, Jack. You know I think you’re
the greatest.” Then she opened the lab door and walked out
flashing a half smile that caused one of her eyes to slightly
squint and sparkle like a diamond chip.
After the door closed behind her, I said to myself, “God, I
love that girl.”
The next day was Saturday and I thought of about twenty or
thirty thousand different excuses and scenarios that would get
me close to Anna. The most probable was calling her up and
asking, “Hey Anna, I think you took my heart with you when
you left. Maybe we could share it.” Of course this clever pick
up line proved to me that I have no imagination and lack
creativity. During my ponderings, I looked up at the clock and
saw that it was five and remembered that I still needed to inject
the rat. I grabbed my jacket, ran out of my dorm room, and
hauled ass across the campus, hoping that a few minutes late
would not mess up the outcome of our experiment.
I had just walked into the darkened lab, turned the lights
on, and row after row of abandoned lab tables seemed fitting
for a Saturday night. On the shelves filled with castrated rats, I
saw numerous white furred, red-eyed rodents running around
and nibbling on grain, but one rat was not moving at all. Our
rat was lying on his side, his mouth open, his chest not moving,
and his lower abdomen swollen.
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“Oh, shit,” I said.
I took the rat out of his cage and decided to perform a
biopsy. Putting him on his back, I was just about to cut him
open, like unzipping a fly on a pair of jeans, when it became
apparent what the problem was. I ran down to the commons
below the lab to call Anna, rather than Roger because I was
afraid I would kill the sonofabitch and have to dispose of two
bodies. Also, even though my mind was clouded in panic and
rage, I thought this would be a great excuse to be alone with
Anna, at least a better excuse than “you have my heart.” It
would be innocent and practical, and Anna would definitely
show up since she has such a love of science. With thoughts
running through my head and mixing with panic and rage like a
mental cocktail, I heard Annas voice on the other end of the line,
“Hello?”
“Hey Anna, it’s Jack. Our rat is dead.”
“It’s dead? How?”
“Well, apparently Roger did such a great suture job that he
stapled the rats asshole shut. The thing couldn’t shit since the
surgery. I need you to come over and help me prep another rat,
or else our experiment, and our grade, are as dead as the rat.”
“Okay, I’ll be over in about ten minutes. Wait for me in the
lab.”
Sitting on the cold sea-green counter top of one of the lab
tables, I could not stop tapping my right foot on the floor. My
hands were folded across my chest calmly, but my leg was a
jackhammer. The thoughts of having to emasculate another
poor rat, and the thought of Anna, being all alone with her,
created enough anxiety to make me want to throw up. Though
I could feel the bile churning in my stomach, I would have to
play it cool. She’ll show up, we’ll get rid of the rat’s jollies, and
then I will just casually ask her to dinner. Then we’ll eat, I’ll
ask her out again for another night, and twenty years from now
we’ll be telling our children this story as the day mom and dad
fell in love.
During my daydreaming of how the story would be told to
Sally and Jack Jr., Anna walked into the lab.
“Hey,” she said surprisingly with a smile that displayed her
white, uniform teeth. I was not expecting her to be in a good
mood about having to show up to the lab on a Saturday night,
but she was probably smiling because she was as happy to see
me. At least I was happy to see her.
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“Hey, sorry to bother you, Anna, especially since this is
probably the last place you want be at on a Saturday night,” I
said with as much of a courteous and considerate tone as I
could conjure up.
“Its okay. We need to have a rat if we want to get this
experiment done. I just hope that we can substitute the new
one without anyone knowing.”
“I’m sure we can if were careful,” I said as I took a rat from
the stockpile in the back. They were ordered in large amounts
and to see them all penned up in a large metal box reminded
me of a cattle ranch with divisions to separate the bulls from
the cows. I placed the rat on the slab. Anna took a large test
tube with ether soaked cotton stuffed in the bottom and placed
the open end over the nose and mouth of the rat. After a
couple minutes, the rat was unconscious and its body was no
longer flopping around like a dying fish stranded on shore. I
was just about to operate when Anna said,
“Hey Jack, maybe we should name this one. I mean, he is
sacrificing his manhood because Roger screwed up.
“Okay, what should we name him,” I said not really giving a
damn if we called him Dead Meat.
“How about Fidel?”
“Sounds good. Fitting, you know.” I flashed a sly, sexy smile
at Anna as I took a scalpel out of a sterile tray and began to
operate.
I admit that Roger was calmer and had much more enthusi
asm when he performed the first surgery, since sweat kept
running into my eyes causing me to stop and rub them till they
stopped burning.
“Here, let me help you.” Anna took a white hand towel and
wiped my forehead, which sent a neural signal to my brain and
then down to my own testicles.
“Thanks,” I said with a half smile.
“You know Jack, you have really cute dimples.”
“ Thanks, again.” I think you have really great legs is what I
wanted to say.
“ I’m really glad you called me to come help out. It could
have been a real disaster if you hadn’t.”
I took her words as a sign that she was glad that I called her
instead of Roger, and that she had wanted to be alone with me,
just as badly as I wanted to be her with her. The room was
getting hot and I began to sweat more profusely the further the
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surgery went. As I was searching for one of the rats testicles, I
was running through my mind the different ways I could ask
Anna out. I didn’t want to seem too eager and scare her off,
but I didn’t want to be too shy and unconfident. I wanted just
the right words that would entice her to have dinner with me,
marry me, and be the mother of Sally and Jack Jr.
After a couple minutes of searching, I finally found a
testicle. I pulled it out and Anna tied a piece of thread around
it, grazing my gloved hand with hers. I thought it was just an
accident; that maybe she didn’t even notice what she had done,
but I was hoping she would do it again so I put my hand closer
to hers.
“Jack, I need some room to tie this thread. Can you move
your hand?”
“Oh, sorry, Anna.”
So it was an accident and she never meant to touch my
hand. I couldn’t believe that I was so desperate for her physical
affection that I thought she was trying to touch me while
casually tying off a testicle. Maybe that’s what I’ve been doing
all along. Maybe I have been misinterpreting her kindness and
innocent accidents as romantic feelings or desire. Mistaking
casual occurrences for a divine attraction through chemicals
and electricity.
I reached back into the rat and pulled out the other testicle.
I held it up in the air, allowing Anna lots of room to tie the
thread, and she, again, grazed my hand in the exact same spot
as if it were an instant replay. She must have known what she
did this time. It was so obvious. I needed to ask her out. I
would be just one person asking another person to dinner and
light conversation. We’re both two people who need to eat and
it’s getting close to seven anyways, so asking her to dinner
would be the polite thing to do. Besides, the future depended
on it.
With the two testes tied, it was time to cut them off.
“Make sure you’re careful,” said Anna. “We can’t afford to
lose another rat.”
“Good call. Why don’t you tie another piece of thread
around each nut, Anna.” I thought that maybe another piece
of thread would be a good idea. A “just in case” the other
thread doesn’t hold. Jesus, we sure couldn’t afford to lose
another rat, and my nerves were already too sizzled to have to
work up the courage to do what I had to do a second time.
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Taking the round bladed scalpel, I made a small slit just
below the thread. The cut was the width of a piece of paper,
but the testicle skinned right out of its protective sheath. It was
almost like the skin melted at the single touch of steel. I did
the same thing with the next one, holding both of them in my
hand.
Anna said, “They look like veiny lima beans, and these are
much larger than the other ones we took out of the other one
yesterday.”
She was right. This rat would have been a king among his
kind, the most sought out rat because of his fertility. But now,
his power was gone from him and resting in the palm of my
hand.
“Well, Jack,” Anna, said, “you better finish up so we can get
this over with and get out of here.”
“Yeah, I was thinking the same thing.” I said, rolling the
testicles around in my hand like two Chinese hand-exercising
balls. It was time to get this over with, I thought. It was time
to jump in headfirst.
“Hey Anna, if you aren’t busy tonight, I was wondering if
you wanted to go to dinner with me. I was thinking about
going to this place called the Idle Hour. They have the best
steaks I have ever had, and since I’m going there anyways I
thought you might like to join me.”
She smiled, looking softly into my eyes. My pulse was
about to burst open my arteries, and my throat felt like I was
trying to swallow a golf ball.
“That’s sweet Jack. But I’m sorry I can’t join you tonight.”
Enter the scalpel.
“I made plans with my girlfriend, Lisa. It’s our two year
anniversary and she drove up from up from Baxton to be with
me. She is probably waiting for me at my apartment, wonder
ing where I am.”
The anxious pulse was no longer anxious. Though it was
still running through my body like a breached dam, it was now
shock. Pure, unhindered, shock. Thinking I needed to say
something, so not to look so surprised, I used my courteous
and concerned voice again. “Really, two whole years. Wow,
that’s incredible. I hope you and Lisa have a great anniversary
and since you have places to be, why don’t you leave. I can
finish the rest and I’ll give you a call tomorrow to let you know
how the rat’s doing.”
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“Are you sure?”
“Yeah, its no big deal to finish.”
“Thanks, Jack, I guess I’ll talk to you tomorrow then. See

ya'«
“Take care,” I said as she left the lab smiling brighter than I
have ever seen before.
I looked at our rat. He was starting to recover, blinking his
eyes and shaking his head sluggishly like he was drunk. I said
to Fidel, “Well, Castro. How does it feel?” He rolled over on
to his back and tried to lick his wounds. On that note, I
thought, it was time for a drink.
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ADAM POTTS
Teenage Barbie Whores

Cleavage pours out like a fountain
As hip-hugging leather constricts toothpick legs;
Her platinum falseness shimmers in the sun
Like her Malibu Barbie sports car,
The one daddy bought
After she wrecked her first two.

She labels herself90% Angel
Goddess
Brat
Daddy’s Little GirlHer bumper speaks volumes.
She has the boys wrapped around her finger,
Clinging to her like the leopard print midriff
That flaunts her tan-in-a-bottle stomach.

She knows nothing of intellect,
Only things pertaining to eye liner and blush,
And this months issue of Cosmo.
She is the ultimate whore,
Trading her thoughts and ideas
In exchange for the lustful stares of testosterone laden men.
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WILLIAM SOLLER
Notes on Chinese Medicine

There are two women having lunch on the grass near my office,
their voices sunlight
seen through branches, the way it is cut and filtered. Im trying
to listen but only hear fragments, words
like mouth, like breath, like hand. I don’t know why
but I sense they are both recently divorced—they just exude
that—their gestures wounded, their grasp of the
figurative life so much more than the real.
Several weeks ago over dinner a friend told me that in Chinese
Medicine there is emotion
associated with each organ, that there is content hidden within
us, regret too.
If a body can be filled with infection, with the growth of cells
gone wild, it makes
a sense that grief could be harbored in the lungs, that it would
pull itself into the moist lining away from the dry
and empty air, that the spleen is full of bile and worry, the liver
anger.

For much of my life I’ve been having what I now recognize as a
dream of analogy,
my bones elemental, a slot in the periodic table; my skin frayed
with tiny black thread; my love poor
and partial. And you for whom it is better to remain unnamed,
the bed
in which we both slept and did not sleep, I’ve been given a
morning; you’re sleeping, your back
faces me, a flannel duvet draped over your shoulder, in the
dream you are a wilderness.
Sometimes I wake and struggle to retain those images left the
night before, some
come back to me easily, others refuse to return. I do remember
there was kindness back then, that
despite the unrelenting, undefined want—mostly on my part—
despite the way tension grew like flowers between us, there was
a kind of knowing,
but something like light spinning out along the rim of the
earth.
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The last thing I hear the two women speak is the heart, its
capacity to house joy. Perhaps you were there
all along, pushed and lifted from chamber to chamber, the
body flooded with the turn of a hinge, the blood
full and effervescent, the pulse the expression.
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KATE WILSON
Ripe

my my you hit me
over the head with glittery cucumbers
and stamp on my anxious olive
fingers with your almond ink eyes
you extract
sour juices from the ripe
cherry gazes upon your
celery stalk frame
and deposit the drink
into a coconut cup of satisfaction
that gathers fruitful
interpretations of your place
in the world
stop stop that ginger swinging sway
as it pulls banana magnets straight
off my icebox and uproots
all attempts to outgrow
the mystery and appeal of this rhythm
that beats always to your soil
caramel drum

now eggplant plum anticipation
has plunged into my twisted black
licorice beam and i soften
under the organic adhesive
that holds our strange salsa dance
in a high and chunky silence
yes yes ours is an appetite
that stalks confidently
upon the nutrition
we produce effortlessly
and sell as supplements
to unripe onlookers
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DANIEL MACK
Arrhythmia (Morgan)

The look in your eye
speaks of a new pain
that this stain of living has become
the strain of this useless shell
we call a body
as you make your way
home.

Yet,
there is still that newness
in those same eyes
of everything we saw yesterday,
in the moments we held one another
and oh the days
those bleak, dreary dark days
when you carried me.

Now,
you settle into my heart
like the arrhythmia
of another world
that haunts my breath
with a wicked way
of charm and being,
and in every haunted treasured sigh
I lose a little more
of your final breath
clutch tighter still
your spirit.
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TERRI JOHN
Better Red than Dead

Her finger pokes me in the chest, marking
me as the object
of her contemplation.

“Dead.”
I stare blankly, surprised.
She hammers out the word again,
looking at my shirt.
“Oh. Yes. Red.”
“R”s are hard
when you’re two
and new to talking.
We continue walking, avoiding
the cracks in the sidewalk.
Over and over, I hear it now,
this word not often heard.
We say, “he’s passed on,”
or “gone away”
as if he’ll be back any day now.
But “Dead” is different.
Hard consonants drum the knell
of final retreat.
Beginning and ending the word
like covers of a book
slammed shut,
barely read.
Dead.

The memory festers.
“Your brother is DEAD.”
These words exploding in my head
like the bullet in his.
Shock shuddering to numbing silence,
falling into a fathomless chasm,
drowning in darkness,
never to surface.

“Dead.”
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She points at the red light
as we linger at the curb.
“Yes, Red” I gently correct her.
A dog dashes into the street
And I shout a warning
too late.
The car’s concussion
leaves the dog writhing on the pavement
convulsing in the dance of death.
I pull her against me, shielding.
She looks anyway,
Fascinated
by the blood oozing
from the crushed head.
She points.
“Dead.”

“Yes,” I say. “Dead”
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ANDREW SWIATKOWSKI
US Amen

Bride of bastard wastelands bring your fuel for this fire.
Purchase green paper in modern currency.
Consciences are conquered by Black Death.
Equate purity and innocence to equal an equinox for an eye.
We will all be blind.
Judgment falls with the tears of mommies and widowers
daddies and widows.
Bash a country with Vegas luck then stand in shameful red
shadows
Not pure or blue. Neither beating us nor kneading us.
Just a national baking in sandy sun. So smile and say,
“it ain’t the sixties”
We have grown, evolved, and changed.
Grab your crotch to salute no god nor moral.
Wipe yourself with a twenty and cry for a crusade to sanctify
third world spite.
Spit on a historical pallet to radiate a self-portrait
Upon a nuclear night
eat acidic Renaissance to ride on the rains and crops. Where are
the cries?
Oh, about ten thousand miles away from beloved US and
Amen...

Stand supreme forgotten goddess of receipts.
Draw your sword then thank the scales of relative truth.
Dank dark ages dictate this material matriarchal delivery.
As we sit in alligator leather chairs pledging allegiance to dead
dinosaurs.
How colossal waste lurks like bastard blood.
Bitch-slapping the bride of the past as she wakes to the sounds
of a Pepsi queen.
For what and why do we wail as we unite to touch our fat
tummies
Then jerk on the ignorance of the unseen.
Saying look at all the facts that fly on frail faces.
We are all told.
We are gold.
Join hands and salute to a circular sum
Serenading sins in garden of oily agony
Pursuing pain no platinum prince has seen.
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